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ROUND 1 INTERVIEW  
September 26, 2019      
 
ALLY McDONALD 
 
 
Q.  Closing out the first round strong with a birdie there.  How was your overall first 
day? 
 
ALLY McDONALD:  It was good, it was really solid.  I had a lot of looks, so overall it was 
pretty stress free.  Definitely probably left a couple out there, but I'm really happy with the 
start, for sure. 
 
Q.  First tournament back since Solheim, since Scotland.  What have you been doing 
with your time off and kind of preparing to go back into the swing of things? 
 
ALLY McDONALD:  Wash clothes and then basically repacked my suitcase.  I practiced a 
little bit just to get prepped with these last two tournaments before we start the Asia swing.  
So yeah, it was just I needed a couple days to kind of get recuperated after the long week, 
but I was excited to get back out and compete these last several events we have of the 
season. 
 
Q.  What's kind of the motivation for you as we get closer to the end of the season 
just to keep going and keep putting up strong numbers? 
 
ALLY McDONALD:  Yeah, this has been my best year so far on the LPGA and I'm very 
pleased with how I've done so far this year, but I definitely think just consistency-wise I want 
to finish the year off and not just overlook that the season's fun and I have a great position 
going into next year.  I do want to kind of build and finish off.  You know, if I'm able to pull out 
a win, that was something that I wanted to do this year, so I'm still kind of pushing towards 
that mark, too. 
 
Q.  And what is it about this venue that you would think is kind of the most unique 
venue in golf is what they say?  Do you feel that around here? 
 
ALLY McDONALD:  Yeah.  I mean, how many golf courses are inside a racetrack, or a few 
holes?  It's very rare.  Indianapolis has been a great host to us the last few years and it's 
obviously one of our most unique tracks.  It's a great golf course in and of itself regardless of 
the four holes in the track.  It's fun to come back to Indy and play this golf course every year. 
  


